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Retail

24-26 Pall Mall, Bendigo, Vic 3550

Floor Area:

1,415 m²

Land Area:

661.00 m² (approx)

Sold

Contact Agent
Sold: Tue 04-Oct-22
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Property Description

Exceptional foot traffic
Outstanding heritage features
Prime CBD location

Colliers Bendigo & DCK are excited to offer the magnificent ‘Beehive’, Bendigo mining
exchange building at 24-26 Pall mall, Bendigo for sale. This is your chance to secure one of
Bendigo’s most iconic commercial properties in the very tightly held Bendigo market. The
Beehive has undergone extensive renovations and awaits the next chapter. The Beehive’s
ground floor has been provisioned for a restaurant/bar alongside retail space with a
walkway that will soon reopen the throughfare to Hargreaves mall. The first floor comprises
two large function rooms with a further 10 smaller meeting rooms. The second floor is yet to
be redeveloped allowing the purchaser to add to the rich history of the building. The building
is in a prized location with exceptional exposure and foot traffic in the heart of the Bendigo
CBD. The building’s top floor apartment/offices take in the picturesque botanical gardens
directly across the road.

- Land area of 661 sqm*
- Building area of 1,415 sqm* over 3 levels
- Natural light abounds
- Outstanding heritage features
- Prime CBD location
- Exceptional foot traffic
- Close to public transport and parks
- Period features
- Lift to all floors including top level apartment/offices
- Lane entrance to Hargreaves mall
- Ground floor provisioned for restaurant/bar
- Licenced for 600 people
- First floor houses two function rooms
- Ready for or occupancy
- Potential rent of $250,000pa + GST + Outgoings

For dale: $3,950,000

For more information, please contact DCK agent Matt Bowles on 0418 509 380, Colliers
agents Travis Hurst on 0423 388 932, Sarah Noble on 0413 882 084 and Matt Jarrott on
0422 831 055.

*Approximately

24-26 Pall Mall, Bendigo, Vic 3550

Travis Hurst
0423388932

Colliers International - Bendigo
Level 2, 103 Mitchell Street,
Bendigo Vic 3550

03 5440 5000

DCK Real Estate - Bendigo
Level 1, 10 King Street, Bendigo
Vic 3550
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